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Abstract

Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of a lean swirl-stabilized gas turbine burner are used to analyze mechanisms triggering combustion instabilities. To separately study the effect of velocity and equivalence ratio fluctuations, two LES of the same geometry are performed: one where the burner operates in a "technically" premixed mode (methane is injected by holes in the vanes located in the diagonal passage upstream of the chamber) and the second one where the flow is fully premixed in the diagonal passage. The inlet is acoustically modulated and the mechanisms affecting the dynamic flame response are identified. LES reveals that both cases provide similar averaged (non-)pulsated flame shapes. However, even though the mean flames are only slightly modified, the delays change when mixing is not perfect. LES fields and a simple model for the methane jets trajectories show that mixing in the diagonal passage is not sufficient to damp heterogeneities induced by unsteady fuel flow rate and varying fuel jet trajectories. These mixing fluctuations are phased with velocity oscillations and modify the flame response to forcing. Local fields of delays and interaction indices are obtained, showing that the flame is not compact and is affected by fluctuations of mixing.
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1. Introduction

Modern regulation policies on pollutant emissions lead to lean (technically) premixed combustion systems [1]. These low-emission gas turbines are known to be particularly susceptible to thermo-acoustic instabilities [2] and their prediction has become an important task today to prevent the appearance of acoustically coupled instabilities at an early design stage [3, 4, 5]. For acoustically compact flames, a common approach can be found in the literature and was first introduced by Crocco [6, 7]. In this approach, the Flame Transfer Function (FTF) is the key parameter and is defined as the ratio of the relative heat release fluctuation ($\dot{q}/\bar{q}$) to the relative inlet velocity perturbation ($\hat{u}/\bar{u}$) issued by the acoustic field. In the frequency domain it writes $F(\omega) = (\dot{q}/\bar{q})/(\hat{u}/\bar{u})$, with $\omega$ being the angular frequency. The FTF is affected by different mechanisms acting simultaneously on the heat release rate fluctuation and therefore difficult to separate [8] or evaluate accurately. Among the recent contributions towards the understanding of the mechanisms at play for swirled flames, the importance of swirl number fluctuations has been clearly identified. Straub and Richards [9] first noticed a strong impact of the swirler position on the combustion oscillations. Hirsch et al. [10] hence investigated the effect of swirler designs and found that an additional time lag is responsible for changes in the FTF. Komarek et al. [11] investigated the influence of several swirler positions on the FTF and concluded that disturbances propagate at a convective and an acoustic speed downstream the swirler position. Finally, Palies et al. [12, 13] have shown that the acoustic perturbations reaching the swirler generate transverse velocity fluctuations which are convected by the flow. Swirl is not the only phenomenon affecting the FTF in real gas turbines: since most of them are partially premixed, fluctuations of equivalence ratio may also modify the flame response [14]. Schuermans et al. [15] compared the measured transfer matrix of a turbulent flame for a technically premixed and a fully premixed system and found the maximal value in amplitude to increase when equivalence ratio perturbations are present. Kim et al. [16] found a phase difference between equivalence ratio and velocity at the combustor inlet suggesting that this phase determines if both effects cancel out or amplify the dynamic flame response. Furthermore, they showed that this phase difference is a function of frequency, fuel injection location, fuel injector impedance and the mean velocity in the nozzle.

These mechanisms have been studied for simple laboratory premixed flames but much less information is available for real gas turbines. This point is investigated here using LES of a real burner. Thanks to this fully unsteady numerical approach, effects of mass flow rate perturbation and mixture fluctuation can be studied. To study the effect of mixing, two LES of the same geometry are performed. For the first one, the burner operates in technically premixed mode where fuel is injected through small holes in the vanes of the diagonal swirler and mixes downstream with air prior to combustion. A second simulation is performed with a fully premixed flow passing through the diagonal swirler thereby cancelling any potential effect on the FTF due to modulated mixing.
In the following, the modeling used for LES will be first described followed by a description of the target configuration, the mesh and boundary conditions retained for the computation. Averaged reactive flow fields for both configurations are then discussed and the mechanisms affecting the dynamic flame response are analyzed based on the forced reacting flow fields obtained by LES.

2. Large Eddy Simulation

LES is well suited to unsteady combustion and is a useful tool to predict thermoacoustics and FTFs [2, 11, 5]. The code used here is a fully compressible explicit code which solves the reactive multi-species Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured grids using a cell-vertex approximation [17]. A second-order finite element scheme is used for both time and space advancement [18, 19]. The Sub-grid stress tensor is modeled by a classical Smagorinsky approach [20]. Chemistry is computed using a two-step mechanism for methane/air flames [21, 22] where chemistry is modeled using two reactions and six species \( \text{CH}_4, \text{O}_2, \text{CO}_2, \text{CO}, \text{H}_2\text{O} \) and \( \text{N}_2 \). The first reaction is irreversible and controls the oxidation of \( \text{CH}_4 \) while the second reaction is reversible leading to an equilibrium between \( \text{CO} \) and \( \text{CO}_2 \) [23]. To capture flame/turbulence interactions, the dynamic thickened flame model is used [24, 25, 26]. Sub-gridscale wrinkling and interactions are modeled using an efficiency function [24, 25, 26] which is well suited for all flames studied here which all correspond to the premixed or partially premixed regime.

3. Target configuration

The burner considered here is a hybrid burner operated at high pressure possessing multiple air and fuel inlets (Fig. 1). Air is injected through two coaxial swirlers (diagonal and axial) with the main air mass flow rate passing through the diagonal passage. The diagonal and axial swirler contain 24 and 8 vanes respectively. Methane is injected through small holes in the vanes of the diagonal passage and mixes with air before reaching the combustion chamber where the flame stabilizes due to vortex breakdown [27, 28]. To help flame stabilization a pilot methane injection is added in the axial part. Cooling air inlets are also present to shield the Cylindrical Burner Outlet (CBO) and the lance seen on Fig. 1. Finally, the burner is mounted on a 15 degree section of an annular combustion chamber constituting the computational domain retained for our computations (Fig. 1).

3.1. Mesh And Boundary Conditions

LES are performed on a fully unstructured mesh of 1.921.370 nodes and 10.472.070 tetrahedral elements. The time step is \( 9 \cdot 10^{-8}s \) with the acoustic CFL number being 0.7 [29]. The mesh is refined in the flame region and in the vicinity of the fuel injection, Fig. 1. Inlet and outlet boundary conditions are imposed through the non-reflecting Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Condition (NSCBC) formulation [30] to
control acoustic reflection. All walls are modeled using a logarithmic wall-law condition and side boundaries of the combustion chamber are considered axi-periodic.

To study the effects of local variations of mixing on the flame response, two different simulations are performed on the same geometry. In the first one, the burner is operating in "technically" premixed mode, called TECH (table 1), where pure air enters the diagonal passage and pure fuel is injected through nine small holes in the vanes of the diagonal swirler. In the second simulation, referred to as FULL, a fully premixed flow enters the diagonal passage so that the global equivalence ratio is kept constant in the diagonal part (table 1). Note that in both TECH and FULL cases, the fuel injected in the axial swirler remains pure, so that mixing heterogeneities are expected in both simulations.

Forcing is introduced by generating a harmonic acoustic perturbation at the diagonal inlet using the inlet wave modulation method [31]. The response of the flame is quantified by measuring the perturbation of the heat release rate. An amplitude of 6 percent of the mean inlet velocity is chosen, to be in the linear regime. The forcing frequency is 250 Hz. Tests have been performed to investigate the effect of pulsating the diagonal or axial passages separately. Pulsating only the diagonal swirler results in the same flame response as pulsating both axial and diagonal passages, so only the latter is discussed here.

4. Results and discussions

This section compares the two simulations TECH and FULL in terms of mean flow fields, flow field dynamics and FTFs.

4.1. Mean reacting flow fields

4.1.1. Mean non-pulsated flow fields

The normalized equivalence ratio $\bar{\phi}$ and an iso-line of temperature are shown in Fig. 2 for the mean results of both cases. The equivalence ratio is normalized by its value at the inlet of the diagonal swirler for the FULL case. In the TECH case the non-uniformity of mixture in the diagonal swirler is clearly visible. However, mixing takes place due to the rotational fluid motion and a quasi-uniform mixture reaches the flame front. Of course, for the FULL case, the mixture in the diagonal swirler has a constant equivalence ratio ($\bar{\phi} = 1$). Figure 2 shows that the two flames are very similar in terms of shapes but also of temperature and RMS temperature profiles (not shown here). Mixing can be analyzed by plotting the probability density functions (PDF) of normalized heat release versus local equivalence ratio $\phi$ (Fig. 3). While the overall heat release is constant for both cases, a different combustion regime is found. The TECH flame produces slightly less heat release around $\bar{\phi} = 1$ and more at $\bar{\phi} = 0.8$ than the FULL case but differences between the two cases for the mean flow are limited. The next step consists of analyzing the influence of these different regimes on the forced flame.
4.1.2. Mean pulsated flow fields

The acoustic perturbation has a small impact on the combustion regime of both flames (Fig. 3). In both cases the pulsed flame produces less heat release at $\dot{\phi} = 1$ and more around $\dot{\phi} = 0.8$ than the non pulsed flame. This change in combustion regime has no impact on the position and shape of the flame. For both cases a very good agreement is found in terms of temperature and RMS temperature profiles between the pulsed and non pulsed flame (not shown here).

The differences in combustion regime between pulsed and non-pulsated flame can be analyzed by plotting iso-surfaces of temperature coloured by the difference of equivalence ratio between both flames defined as $\Delta \phi = \phi' - \hat{\phi}$ with $\hat{\phi}$ being the mean local equivalence ratio. The pulsed averaged flame is analyzed at different phase angles of the heat release oscillation cycle (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). To isolate mixing effects in both passages, an ‘inner’ flame region is defined as the part of the flame starting at the lance on the axial swirler and finishing at the flame tip. The TECH case shows a significantly richer mixture along the inner flame at the phase angle $T/2$. At $3T/2$ the flame surface exhibits leaner mixture near the lance with lower positive equivalence ratio variation along the inner flame. The shape of the inner flame changes periodically opening and closing near the lance with the largest opening at $T$ and the smallest at $2T$. For all phase angles the outer flame region fed mainly by the diagonal passage shows a leaner mixture. Fluctuations in equivalence ratio for the FULL case are only due to the effect of the pilot flame. In this case the inner and outer flame region show globally much less mixture variation than in the TECH case. The richest mixture appears at the lance at $2T$ and a leaner mixture at $T$. The flame shape behaves as in the TECH case.

4.2. Dynamics of the reacting flow fields

The previous section has shown that both cases exhibit similar mean pulsated and non-pulsated flame shapes but show differences for the combustion regime. It is worth investigating how this affects the dynamics of the flame.

4.2.1. Dynamic flame response

The time variations of mean heat release rate and velocity fluctuation at the reference point A (Fig. 1) are given in Fig. 6. Time is normalized by the acoustic forcing period $T$. Since the reference velocity signal is identical for both simulations, only the reference signal for the TECH case is shown. A phase difference between the relative heat release signals is clearly visible and the amplitudes differ slightly. The global FTF is given in table 2 in terms of amplitude $n$ and phase $\theta$. Although the mean flame shape is not influenced by mixing heterogeneities, the dynamic response of the flame is changed especially in terms of time delay: the delay of the TECH case is 1.5 times the FULL case delay, showing that mixture fraction fluctuation in the diagonal swirler modifies the FTF.
4.2.2. Local comparison of FTF

Figure 6 shows that the global response of the system is highly affected by mixing heterogeneities. It is therefore interesting to focus on the local response of the flame. Longitudinal cuts colored by the local amplitude and time delay are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. The amplitude response of the TECH case is intense near the lance and in the inner flame region. At the flame tip the amplitude varies strongly and is non-uniform. The FULL case shows less intense amplitude near the lance than the TECH case but behaves similarly in the inner flame region where a shear layer separates the flows of the axial and diagonal swirlers. Close to the flame tip and in the outer flame region, the amplitude is almost uniformly distributed but at slightly lower values than the TECH case. Although the global amplitude of both cases is similar, the local FTF fields reveal significant differences. The mixture fluctuations in the TECH case are phased with the velocity perturbations and propagate along the flame front affecting the local amplitude of the flame to higher and lower values whereas the FULL case shows a more uniformly distributed amplitude along the flame. A similar behaviour is observed for the time delay (Fig. 8). The FULL case has an almost uniformly distributed time delay for the whole flame region. The TECH case delay is distributed non-uniformly in the reaction zone underlining the importance of mixture perturbation in such flames.

4.2.3. Mixture perturbation

Forcing causes not only an acoustic perturbation normal to the flame but also pressure fluctuations at the fuel injection holes. This results in two effects: 1) the injected fuel flow rate pulsates and 2) the trajectory of the fuel jet fluctuates. Figure 9 shows the fuel and air flow rate perturbation at the reference point B (Fig. 1). The air flow rate perturbation at this point is 12% of the mean axial component and the fuel flow rate fluctuation 5%. Note that the small fuel injection holes are fed by a plenum (Fig. 1) where the most important pressure drop occurs through the holes. This means that even when a non-reflecting boundary condition is imposed at the plenum, the impedance and therefore the fluctuations of fuel flow rate are captured realistically. The fuel velocity perturbation causes a variation of the fuel jet trajectory as well as a perturbation in mixture illustrated by two snapshots from wpS in Fig SV showing an iso-surface of methane mass fraction and the normalized equivalence ratio field. The oscillations of the fuel jet observed in the LES can be confirmed by literature data on jet in cross flows. Since fuel and air jets oscillate with different phases at the injection point, the resulting velocity ratio, which determines the trajectory of the jet and therefore the mixing, also oscillates. The corresponding momentum flux ratio $J$ [32] is shown in Fig. 11 as a function of time and is defined as follows:

\[
J = \frac{\rho_{jet}U_{jet}^2}{\rho_{\infty}U_{\infty}^2}
\]  

(1)
To describe the jet trajectory several analytical models can be found in the literature. Following Priere [33] the empirical relation given by Ivanov [34] reads:

$$\frac{x}{d} = \left( \frac{U_\infty}{U_{Jet}} \right)^{2.6} \left( \frac{y}{d} \right)^3 + \frac{y}{d} \cot(\delta)$$

and allows to track the jet trajectory envelope resulting from an oscillating $J$. Figure 12 shows that $J$ fluctuates from 120 to 240, leading to large trajectory fluctuations, as observed in the LES. Twenty diameters downstream of the vanes, Eq. 2 shows that the variations in $J$ lead to lateral displacements of the jet of the order of ten diameters and obviously to fluctuations of local mixing. Both effects, the pulsating injected fuel flow rate and the fluctuating trajectory of the fuel jet have an impact on the mixing close to the injection (Fig.10). Generally, the diagonal swirler is designed to provide good mixing and to damp those effects. It is therefore interesting to investigate how mixing heterogeneities are transported between the vanes of the swirler and the chamber. Figure 13 shows that the global instantaneous inlet mixture fraction of the diagonal passage (defined as the ratio of the fuel flow rate to the total flow rate) oscillates at the forcing frequency between 0.025 and 0.035 which is about 10% of the mean value. At the inlet of the chamber (reference point A), after convection and mixing through the diagonal swirler, the local mixture fraction shows larger fluctuations than the global mixture fraction, demonstrating that the heterogeneities created at the chamber inlet are not only due to flow rate fluctuations but also to unsteady mixing in the swirler, induced by the unsteady movements of the methane jets.

5. Conclusions

Large-Eddy Simulations have been performed for a real gas turbine burner mounted on a 15 degree section of an annular combustion chamber. The effect of equivalence ratio perturbation has been studied separately by performing two LES of the same geometry: one with the burner operating in technically premixed (TECH) and the second with a fully premixed (FULL) flow passing through diagonal swirler. LES reveals that both cases exhibit similar mean pulsed and non-pulsated flame shapes but show differences for the combustion regime. Phase averaged solutions show that the technically premixed case is affected by mixture perturbation. This has an important effect on the global FTFs: the FTF delay for the TECH case is 1.5 times larger than for the FULL case and the interactive index slightly lower. Furthermore local FTF fields show that mixture heterogeneities propagating in the diagonal swirler lead to locally different responses over the flame region, whereas the FULL flame shows similar values of amplitude and time delay over the whole flame. LES and theory reveal that two mechanisms are responsible for the perturbation of mixture: 1) the pulsating injected fuel flow rate and 2) the fluctuating trajectory of the fuel jets. Even though mixing takes place in the diagonal swirler, mixture fluctuations are not damped at the combustion chamber inlet. They are phased with velocity fluctuations and combine with them to lead to different FTF results. This shows
that although fuel injection in this turbine was designed to produce good mixing, this is true only for steady flames. As soon as the flames are pulsed, LES reveals that the fuel injection system produces a response which is not the same as a fully premixed system.
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### Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Fuel injection in diagonal swirler</th>
<th>Fuel injection in axial swirler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECH</td>
<td>By holes located in the vanes</td>
<td>Pilot flames (pure CH₄)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL</td>
<td>Fully premixed</td>
<td>Pilot flames (pure CH₄)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Description of investigated cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n [·]</th>
<th>θ [π]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECH</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.95π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.65π</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Global FTF: amplitude n and phase θ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Normalized averaged equivalence ratio field and temperature iso-line for the TECH (left) and the FULL (right) case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PDF of the TECH (top) and the FULL case (bottom) for the averaged and the pulsated averaged flame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TECH case: phase averaged temperature iso-surfaces (from left to right: $2T,T/2,T,3T/2$) coloured by equivalence ratio variation for the inner flame (top) and whole flame (bottom) region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>FULL case: phase averaged temperature iso-surfaces (from left to right: $2T,T/2,T,3T/2$) coloured by equivalence ratio variation for the inner flame (top) and whole flame (bottom) region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Relative velocity perturbation at the reference point A and relative heat release fluctuation for the TECH and the FULL case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Amplitude of the local FTF for the TECH (left) and the FULL case (right).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Time delay of the local FTF for the TECH (left) and the FULL case (right).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Relative fuel and air velocity at reference point B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jet trajectory visualized as $Y_{CH_4}$ iso-surface and the normalized equivalence ratio field for two distinct snapshots (TECH case).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Relative momentum flux ratio at reference point B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Jet trajectory envelope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mixture fraction at diagonal swirler inlet and combustion chamber inlet (reference point A).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures

Figure 1: Mesh, burner details and reference points A and B. Air inlets: 1) Diagonal swirler, 2) Axial swirler, 3) CBO film cooling, 4) Lance. Fuel inlets: 5) Vane injection, 6) Pilot injection

Figure 2: Normalized averaged equivalence ratio field and temperature iso-line for the TECH (left) and the FULL (right) case.

Figure 3: PDF of the TECH (top) and the FULL case (bottom) for the averaged and the pulsed averaged flame.
Figure 4: TECH case: phase averaged temperature iso-surfaces (from left to right: $2T, T/2, 3T/2$) coloured by equivalence ratio variation for the inner flame (top) and whole flame (bottom) region.

Figure 5: FULL case: phase averaged temperature iso-surfaces (from left to right: $2T, T/2, 3T/2$) coloured by equivalence ratio variation for the inner flame (top) and whole flame (bottom) region.

Figure 6: Relative velocity perturbation at the reference point A and relative heat release fluctuation for the TECH and the FULL case.
Figure 7: Amplitude of the local FTF for the TECH (left) and the FULL case (right).

Figure 8: Time delay of the local FTF for the TECH (left) and the FULL case (right).

Figure 9: Relative fuel and air velocity at reference point B.

Figure 10: Jet trajectory visualized as $Y_{CH4}$ iso-surface and the normalized equivalence ratio field for two distinct snapshots (TECH case).
Figure 11: Relative momentum flux ratio at reference point B.

Figure 12: Jet trajectory envelope.

Figure 13: Mixture fraction at diagonal swirler inlet and combustion chamber inlet (reference point A).